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South Korean man who attempted to open plane door mid-flight 
tests positive for drugs
A 19-year-old Korean man who tried to open a plane door mid-flight tested 

positive for drugs following an investigation by the Incheon Airport police.Police 

told CNN they conducted a simple drug test with the consent of the man after his 

“abnormal behavior.”The man spoke incoherently to media when he was 

heading to attend his arrest warrant hearing on Tuesday, June 20.“I felt I was 

being attacked,” he said to reporters who asked why he attempted to open the 

plane’s door.The passenger was on a red-eye flight from Cebu in the Philippines 

to Seoul, South Korea, when he began “acting strangely” about an hour into the 

flight. As a result, he was moved to the front row of the plane close to the exit 

door where staff could monitor him, officials from Jeju Airlines said.He also 

complained that he felt “pressure” on his chest, the airline said.
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Congolese passenger case: Airline involved in security breach may 
face fine, sanctions
An airline may be fined and face sanctions after a foreign national escaped and 

managed to hail a taxicab outside the Ninoy Aquino International Airport (Naia) 

while under its custody last June 19, according to the Bureau of Immigration 

(BI).Tshapa Guimick Basaga, 31, a Congolese passenger, was denied entry to 

the Philippines from Ethiopia due to concerns about being a public charge or 

someone who could become a burden to the state due to poverty, insanity, 

disease, or disability, according to BI Commissioner Norman Tansingco 

Thursday.

Man's attempt to smuggle drugs in wooden ship models foiled by 
Dubai customs official
The Dubai Criminal Court sentenced an African to life imprisonment and fined him Dhs500,000, to be 

followed by deportation for attempting to smuggle  drugs inside models of wooden ships into the country 

through a parcel sent from his home country.The convict’s attempt was foiled when the customs inspector at 

Dubai Airport detected the drugs in consignment.
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Passenger On Jet2 Flight From Leeds To Malaga Detained On 
Arrival For Assaulting His Companion
A passenger travelling on a flight from the United Kingdom to Malaga-Costa del 

Sol Airport was detained by the Guardia Civil on arrival.The incident occurred on 

board a Jet2 flight from Leeds this Monday, June 19. Police officers were waiting 

when the flight landed in Malaga after the pilot contacted air traffic control to 

report the problem a ‘problematic’ passenger who allegedly assaulted a woman 

who was travelling with him.

TSA catches second gun in four days at a Newark Liberty 
International Airport checkpoint
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) officers at Newark Liberty 

International Airport stopped a traveler from bringing a loaded handgun onto their 

flight this morning, Wednesday, June 21, just four days after they caught a 

firearm in another traveler’s carry-on bag.This morning when a TSA officer 

spotted the .38 caliber handgun in the checkpoint X-ray machine, Port Authority 

Police were alerted, came to the Terminal A checkpoint, confiscated the gun and 

interviewed the traveler, a resident of Staten Island, N.Y. The weapon was loaded 

with seven bullets. This past weekend when TSA officers removed a loaded 

firearm from a Philadelphia, Pa., man’s carry-on backpack on Saturday, June 17, 

in Terminal C, police confiscated the gun and arrested the traveler.

State police say Hartford man arrested after making 'suspicious 
calls regarding Bradley Airport'
A Hartford man was arrested after state police said he made "suspicious calls 

regarding Bradley International Airport."State police said Martel Davis, 31, was 

on Pine Lane in Windsor at the time of his arrest.According to state police, on a 

trooper's arrival to the scene, they learned Davis had two active warrants for his 

arrest. There is no further information on what kind of threats were made to the 

airport, as state police said it is an ongoing investigation.State police said Davis 

became combative and resisted arrest, resulting in minor injuries to a trooper.

Birmingham Airport to transform passenger security experience 
with new CT screening technology
Smiths Detection, a global leader in threat detection and security screening 

technologies, has announced that it has been selected to supply fully integrated 

checkpoints throughout Birmingham Airport as part of its £20 million security 

screening upgrade.The new security checkpoints will feature Smiths 

Detection’s HI-SCAN 6040 CTiX, a computed tomography (CT) X-ray scanner, 

which produces high-resolution volumetric 3D images for quicker and deeper 

baggage assessment and low false-alarm rates. Implementation of the new 

scanner will allow passengers to leave their liquids and electronics in their hand 

luggage, which in turn will help to speed up security screening, while ensuring 

that safety is not compromised. The HI-SCAN 6040 CTiX is ECAC EDS CB C3 

and TSA Certified.Other new solutions to be supplied to Birmingham Airport 

include the iLane, an automatic tray return system and additional X-ray systems 

which will also be deployed at staff and visitor checkpoints. In addition, 

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smithsdetection.com%2Fproducts%2Fhi-scan-6040-ctix%2F&esheet=53400444&newsitemid=20230515005612&lan=en-US&anchor=HI-SCAN+6040+CTiX&index=1&md5=0287bd5deb586fff503a8ef896be0527
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